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KEYS TO
CULTIVATING
A SUCCESS
MINDSET

Words: Shola Arewa

“There is never a traffic jam
on the extra mile!”

Why is it some people are successful and soar,
while others fear, fall and give up at the first
hurdle? The answer is in the question. Tenacity,
and staying power create success. We may want
to give up easily and find excuses as to why we
should, but in my personal experience and from
witnessing my clients and mentees, it is those that
have tenacity that succeed in the end.
Sharing your work and your message with the
world is 50% skill and 50% mindset. If you want
to teach yoga to others, it takes skill, you need to
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be accomplished at yoga and understand
both the art and science of yoga. Many yoga
teachers are great at what they do, yet still
find challenges that hold them back from
being successful at teaching as a career. To
sustain teaching Yoga as a profession and
earn a comfortable living, takes more than
being good at yoga. You also need some
business acumen and the right state of
mind. What is your mind set on, success or
failure?

TENACITY EQUALS
RESULTS. LET ME SHARE
WITH YOU MY TOP
7 KEYS FOR SUCCESS

Lacking clarity and a
long term vision.
Lacking business
skills.
Thinking it is easy,
and anyone can do it!
Don’t have the right
mentors and support.
Fail to plan financially,
for ups and downs
Give in to fear and
doubt.
Give up too early.
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Caroline Shola Arewa,
known as the Energy
Doctor, is a leading
figure in the worlds of
Spirituality and Wellness.
She’s delivered awardwinning Energy work
internationally for
over 30 years. Shola’s a
psychologist and author
of five books, including
classic Chakra books
Opening to Spirit and
Energy 4 Life. Shola is the
founder of Enlightened
Entrepreneurs; she
trains and mentors
Yoga Teachers, Wellness
Coaches and Heart
centered Entrepreneurs
worldwide. Working
with shola leaves you
feeling Energised and
Empowered. Apply for a
Discovery Call at Shola.
co.uk

Some reasons
yoga teachers
may fail are:
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THINK
LONG TERM

Where do you want to be five years
from now? Have a clear purpose.
Don’t be afraid to dream big. Create
a one to five year plan. Always think
big and stretch yourself. This should
feel a bit scary, then you know you are
expanding your comfort zones and
reaching for greater success. What
would need to happen for you to
achieve your goal?
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DEVELOP
BUSINESS SKILLS

Although there is much to learn in business, you don’t
need an MBA. It’s not all relevant, but some business
skills can enhance your success with teaching yoga. You
will need to build your mailing list, so that more people
know what you offer. You can do this by increasing your
presence on social media, or through advertising on
social media. Take time to build relationships, people
always connect with your heart. People attend classes
with people they know, like and trust.
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BE
PROACTIVE

The days of ‘build it they will come’ are over, and
actively marketing your yoga classes can have great
results. Balance referral and word of mouth with organic
marketing and advertising where and when needed. Think
of special times, when you can actively promote your
classes, like International Yoga Day, Mothers Day, etc. Let
people know how yoga can support them.

GET SUPPORT
There is no sense in recreating
the wheel. Don’t do everything
yourself, get the support you
need. I see a growing number
of mentors specialising in
supporting yoga teachers. Some
support with the actual practice
of teaching yoga and class
planning. Others like myself,
support with the business
side of things, helping you
with planning and strategy for
success. If you want to move
forward with speed and success,
mentors are essential.
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PLAN
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You have heard the expression,
“if you fail to plan, you are
planning to fail”. Yet I see so
many teachers ill prepared.
It really pays to get that
additional knowledge and skill
after your Yoga TTC. It can be
the difference between doing
work you love and returning to
your day job. Or part of your
plan might be to initially stay
in your job, while you slowly
build your business.

SET YOUR MIND
ON SUCCESS

This is one of the most important steps for
you to take. Expect to win. Set your mind on
success. Then do everything in your power
to achieve it. Work to overcome your fears
and doubts, your fear of being seen, fear of
criticism, what will people think? Fear of
success – start feeling worthy of success. Also
make sure you read my article on confidence
in the previous issue of YM.
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TENACITY

Let me say it again, tenacity
equals results. Believe in
yourself and what you do.
If you plan correctly, you will
have resources so you can survive
the time it takes to really create
success. It usually takes longer than
you think, especially if you are trying
to do everything alone. Ride the ups
and downs. Don’t listen to the naysayers.
Get clear on the benefits to you and your
students and stay the course. Success follows.
Tenacity is the key to making your dreams
reality.

Celebrate your success - give thanks for all no matter
how small. Always practice gratitude and appreciation
When your work is heart centred and
purpose driven, people will resonate
with your energy. Success is yours; all
you need to do is recognise and claim it.
Open your energy field and be ready to
receive. Cleanse yourself of all the doubts
you hold. Free yourself from all the
obstacles you place in your way. Dissolve
your fears and claim success.

Allow yourself to be
guided as you move
forward. If you are
ready and willing to
take action nothing
can stand in your
path. Success is all
pervading and knows
no bounds.

Bonus
Tip

Know that all things are
possible when you open to
spirit. Take time each day to
tune into the greater forces
that are working with you.
Meditation aligns your energy
for success. Success is a feeling
of fulfillment you can claim
everyday.
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